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Abstrat

The ability to improve the yield of integrated iruits through layout modi�ation has been reog-

nized and several tehniques for yield enhaned routing and ompation have been developed. Yield

improvement during routing is however, limited by the predetermined plaement. It is oneivable

therefore, that di�erent plaements of the modules (e.g., standard or ustom ells) may lead to very

di�erent yield enhaned routings with di�erent projeted yields. This is oneptually similar to the

e�et that the oorplanning of the entire hip has on the yield [2℄, but while hip oorplanning

deals with the major building bloks, plaement deals with the modules within an individual blok.

Yield enhaned plaement of modules has not been attempted before mainly due to the diÆulty of

estimating the yield of the blok before the routing is done. Reently, a tehnique for estimating the

yield prior to the routing has been developed [1℄ making it possible to modify the plaement in order

to ahieve higher yield. The goals of this paper are to investigate the e�et that plaement has on

the projeted yield and to modify a standard ell plaement algorithm so that yield beomes a design

objetive.

1: Introdution

The general plaement problem is the problem of plaing a set of iruit modules within a blok

suh that a ertain objetive funtion is minimized. The ultimate goal is to minimize the total hip

area oupied by the iruit modules and minimize the length of the interonnetions between the

modules. To make the plaement problem omputationally feasible, various simpler to alulate

objetive funtions suh as the area of the bounding retangles, total interonnetion wire length,

or some other routing area estimates are ommonly used. The yield of the iruit is normally not

onsidered during plaement.

Reently, it has been shown [2℄ that oorplanning may onsiderably a�et the yield of the hip. We

believe that the plaement of modules within a blok will have a similar impat. Yield enhanement

has so far been attempted only during the detailed routing and ompation steps (e.g., [4, 5, 6, 7℄).
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However, signi�ant hanges in wiring ongestion annot be performed during these steps as the

iruits have already been plaed. Sine there is a diret relationship between the density of the

routing and the yield, it is oneivable that by inorporating the expeted yield into the objetive

funtion of the plaement algorithm, improvements in yield an be ahieved. This has not been

attempted before, sine until now the expeted yield was alulated only after the layout (inluding

routing) was ompleted.

It has reently been demonstrated in [1℄ that reasonably aurate estimates for the yield an be

obtained prior to routing. Thus, we an use suh estimates within the plaement stage to enhane

the yield of the �nal layout. In setion 2 we desribe the modi�ed plaement algorithm whih

inorporates the yield as a design objetive. In setion 3 we present some of our numerial results.

Setion 4 presents onlusions and future work.

2: The Modi�ed Plaement Algorithm

The plaement problem an be lassi�ed aording to the di�erent types of design methodologies

suh as gate array, standard ell and maro/ustom ell plaement. We fous in this paper on the

plaement of standard ells with yield as a design objetive and we use the standard ell plaement

algorithm TimberWolf [3℄ to illustrate our approah. This algorithm employs simulated annealing

for minimizing the total wire length. The simulated annealing proedure randomizes the iterative

improvement tehnique and also allows oasional \uphill moves" in an attempt to redue the proba-

bility of getting stuk at a loal optimal solution. These uphill moves are ontrolled probabilistially

by the temperature T, and beome less and less likely toward the end of the proess, as the value of

T dereases. TimberWolf allows plaements with overlapping modules as intermediate solutions, to

ahieve fast update of the ost funtion. After eah move to a neighboring solution, the overhead

in displaing modules to remove overlap is not inurred. TimberWolf also allows modules to move

to a new loation without any swapping or width requirement, inreasing this way the number of

di�erent plaements examined. The ost funtion in TimberWolf onsists of total wire length and

a measure of the overlap between modules. The ost due to module overlap onverges to zero, as

the temperature T approahes zero guaranteeing in this way a feasible �nal plaement.

We have modi�ed the TimberWolf plaement algorithm to inlude yield as a design objetive.

The pseudo-ode for the modi�ed simulated annealing plaement algorithm is shown below.

SimulatedAnnealing(x,T){

/* Given an initial solution x and initial parameter T */

while("stopping riterion" is not satisfied ){

generate T' < T;

T = T';

while("inner loop riterion" is not satisfied){
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generate a new solution x';

/* estimate yield of new solution */

YieldEstimate(x');

/* (x') is ost of the new solution */

/* (x) is ost of the urrent solution */

if(aept((x'),(x)){

x = x';

}

}

}

}

To inorporate the yield objetive into the ost funtion, we have to estimate the yield of intermediate

plaements. The routine \YieldEstimate" (shown below), estimates the yield of the new plaement

using ybound [1℄. As reported in [1℄, fairly aurate yield estimates (with di�erenes of 1.0 to

4.0% for short-iruit failures and 0.4 to 4.0% for open-iruit failures) an be obtained by the

ybound algorithm in a fration of the time required for atual yield estimation. This algorithm uses

an approximation of the average length for the ondutors in eah wiring hannel for estimating

the short-iruit yield. If the urrent intermediate plaement has overlapping ells, the overlap

is removed temporarily before the yield is estimated. This is essential, sine substantial overlap

between adjaent modules will ause false net segment overlap, whih in turn will result in a large

number of trak requirements and onsequently, wrong yield estimation. One overlaps are removed,

a minimum spanning tree is onstruted for eah net. Then the left edge algorithm is used to assign

traks to all net segments. Finally, the hannel information is deompiled for yield estimation. The

pseudo-ode for yield estimation is

YieldEstimate(original){

/* original plaement has module overlaps */

/* make a opy of it before modifying it */

newCopy = opyCurrentState(original);

/* remove overlap from plaement */

removeOverlap(newCopy);

/* build a Minimum Spanning Tree for eah net */

/* assign traks using the Left Edge algorithm */

globroute();

/* obtain yield estimate using ybound */

yield = ybound();

}
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The routine \aept" in the SimulatedAnnealing proedure, takes in the new ost (x') and

urrent ost (x) and deides if the new solution should be aepted or rejeted. The new solution is

de�nitely aepted if the new ost is better than the urrent one, and is aepted with a probability

determined by the annealing shedule if it is worse than the urrent one.

The new ost funtion for the modi�ed algorithm is

Cost(x) =WireLength(x) +Overlap(x) � Y ield(x) � SaleFator(x) � � (1)

where x denotes the index of the urrent iteration of the simulated annealing proess. The param-

eters SaleFator(x) and � are explained below. Sine the wire length and overlap osts are large

integers and the yield is a fration less than one, we introdued a saling fator funtion so that

hanges in yield are not ignored ompletely. The sale fator is determined dynamially for eah

iteration, and is omputed as shown below. We �rst de�ne

Sale(x) = j(WireLength(x)�WireLength(x� 1))=(Y ield(x)� Y ield(x� 1))j (2)

where x� 1 denotes the index of the previous iteration. We then ompute SaleFator(x) as

SaleFator(x) = SaleFator(x� 1) + Sale(x� 1)=h� Sale(x� 1� h)=h (3)

where h is the depth of history for variation in wire length with respet to yield. This SaleFator(x)

aptures the information about the average variation in wire length with respet to the hange in

yield in the last few iterations. From the experiments we arried out, we found that a depth of

history equal to 3 worked well. The parameter � serves to assign a weight to the yield relative to

the wire length and an be any real number greater than zero. As will beome evident in the next

setion, the plaement algorithm should be run for several values of �, and then a plaement with

aeptable wire length and yield should be seleted.

3: Numerial Results

Ten benhmark iruits were seleted from the isas and lgsynth91 test suites. Table 1 shows the

variation in yield for di�erent plaements of the ten iruits. It shows the possible range of yield for

the di�erent designs, when starting with any possible initial plaement. A key observation is that

for larger iruits (e.g., C5315 and C6288), the e�et of plaement on the yield is larger than for

smaller iruits (e.g., C432, C499 and C1355). This is mainly due to the fat that a larger number

of plaements an be generated for a bigger iruit than for smaller iruits.

In pratie however, suh a hoie of starting with any random initial plaement (as shown in

Table 1) is not available and various tehniques to obtain an initial plaement are used. Plaement

algorithms like those based on simulated annealing normally use an espeially generated initial

solution to obtain a near optimal plaement. Table 2 ompares the yield ahieved by inorporating
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Design Number of Min Yield Max Yield Yield Range%

Shapes Wire Length Yield Wire Length Yield

C432 8573 95881 0.917992 88111 0.943516 2.6%

C499 9114 91797 0.921549 88554 0.945984 2.4%

C1355 9481 108052 0.926048 104271 0.946846 2.1%

C880 11058 129326 0.887666 120814 0.920834 3.3%

C1908 11232 129407 0.903055 117042 0.932235 2.9%

C2670 30602 445010 0.598460 432647 0.652999 5.5%

dalu 32313 371932 0.636525 345657 0.701436 6.4%

i8 33654 480713 0.536601 467960 0.585129 4.8%

C5315 69241 846123 0.377067 787151 0.463422 8.6%

C6288 123884 908425 0.335353 800092 0.428692 9.4%

Table 1. Range of Yield and Wire Length for the ten benchmarks

the yield objetive into the ost funtion, to the yield of the plaement generated by the original

algorithm without a yield objetive. Both �nal plaements were obtained from the same initial

plaement. The wire length and yield of the plaement generated when inorporating the yield

objetive into the ost funtion are relative to those obtained without onsidering yield. As all the

solutions with a yield objetive have a wire length whih is very lose to the near optimal wire length

of the original solution, any of them is equally probable to be aepted and if the yield of the iruit

is not onsidered, the algorithm may selet a plaement with a yield lower than that ahievable. For

the largest iruit (C6288), the gain in yield is 4.7%. In several ases, yield enhanement ourred

along with a redution in total wire length. For example, for C6288 the redution in wire length is

3.8%. This redution is due to the random nature of the simulated annealing proess and an not

be guaranteed. In suh ases, we pay no penalty for inreasing the yield. We do have to expet in

some ases a possible inrease in wire length for a plaement with a higher yield.

Design Without Yield Objetive With Yield Objetive

Wire Length Yield Wire Length Yield

C432 87229 0.937738 0.991 1.006

C499 88615 0.936475 0.982 1.006

C1355 106150 0.935358 1.003 1.006

C880 123322 0.910646 0.967 1.004

C1908 120123 0.915330 1.013 1.006

C2670 435714 0.621824 1.0002 1.036

dalu 351890 0.679434 0.998 1.017

i8 487279 0.555882 0.995 1.025

C5315 756475 0.449924 0.994 1.026

C6288 843885 0.368968 0.962 1.047

Table 2. The changes in Yield and Wire Length with the new cost function

Figure 1 shows the di�erent solutions obtained for the i8 benhmark by varying the parameter

�. The baseline solution is for � = 0 (i.e., the original plaement algorithm with no yield on-
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siderations). The yield and wire length of all the other solutions are normalized with respet to

the baseline solution. As � inreases, we assign a larger weight to the yield ompared to the wire

length. As seen in the �gure, giving more weight to yield does not guarantee higher yield or vie

versa. Thus, several runs with varying � are required to obtain a solution with aeptable wire

length and yield. Also, as expeted, some designs (like i8) give better improvement in yield for very

little or no wire length inrease whereas others (like C880 shown in Figure 2) do not provide suh

gain. Figures 1 and 2 demonstrate that the wire length and yield attributes are not orrelated in

the general ase. As a result, we may be able to redue both in some ases while we may have to

trade-o� one for the other in other ases.
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Figure 1. Variation in wire length and yield as a function of � for i8 benchmark.

Curves like those in Figure 1 and 2 do not onvey in a lear way the possibility of a trade-o�

between yield and wire length. A �gure showing the Pareto optimal solutions would better assist the

designer when deiding on the �nal plaement. Suh a set of Pareto optimal solutions is shown in

Figure 3 for the C2670 benhmark. This �gure shows that the yield of this iruit an be inreased

by 3.4% for just 0.8% inrease in wire length.

Figure 4 shows the estimated yield as a funtion of the defet density for two plaements of

the C5315 iruit, one obtained with the original ost funtion and the other obtained with the

modi�ed ost funtion. As seen, we get an approximately 3 to 4% improvement in yield when the

defet density inreases.

To illustrate the di�erenes between plaements obtained by the original and modi�ed plaement
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Figure 2. Variation in wire length and yield as a function of � for C880 benchmark.

algorithms we have applied the two algorithms to a simple nine standard ell design. Figure 5 shows

the two plaements where the plaement with the higher yield has a more uniform distribution of

net segments aross the hannels. For suh a very small iruit the di�erene in yield is negligible

(0.000380) but this di�erene will beome notieable when a logi blok whih is roughly 25 times

larger is designed.

4: Conlusions and Future Work

The numerial results presented in the previous setion reinfored our belief that the yield of

iruits an be enhaned by inorporating the yield objetive into the ost funtion of a plaement

algorithm. Also, as illustrated by the results, greater yield enhanement an be ahieved for bigger

iruits at lesser or no penalty in terms of wire length. We expet to be able to obtain better results

by designing a new simulated annealing algorithm with all its parameters (like range of temperature

and the rate of temperature redution) �ne-tuned for yield maximization. We also expet (based on

the results in Table 1) that inorporating the yield objetive in the generation of an initial plaement

would provide better opportunity for a yield enhaned layout. In addition to the above, we would

also like to extend this approah to the gate array and maro/ustom ell plaement proedures.
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Figure 3. Pareto Optimal solutions for the C2670 benchmark.
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